
Keller K-1 Community Questions FAQ 

Teacher Assignments 

1. If I choose in-person will we get to stay with our teachers? If we choose remote will my child have 
a Keller teacher? 

*We know teachers have built relationships with their students already and that a transition away from 
their teacher will be hard.  Our goal will be to minimize this, but it’s possible your child’s teacher could 
change in either scenario.  Teachers are also deciding whether they can return in person or not.  Among 
our teacher who return in person, we also must balance classroom sizes for safety and small class sizes.  
We also must match teachers who request remote learning with students who request remote learning.  
If you choose the fully remote option, the teacher your child is assigned may not be from Keller.  It’s 
more likely, but not guaranteed, that your child will remain with their current teacher if selecting in-
person instruction. 

2.  Can you tell me whether my current teacher will be remote or in-person? 

No; to respect the teacher’s privacy we cannot.  They are also facing the same choice about requesting 
remote or in-person and based on the same timeline that you are.   

3. Is there a possibility that for those without a strong opinion on in-school or remote that we opt 
stay with the current teacher and do whichever option she goes with? 

 
*Determining teacher and student assignments is going to be a complex process and we are collecting 
data from both teachers and families simultaneously. We will not be sharing teacher’s personal 
decisions early for their own privacy. They too are making this hard decision. We encourage you to make 
the decision that is best for your family based on safety as you may not yet know what your child’s 
teacher will do. 
 
Our goal is to keep teachers and kids together when possible. We won’t make arbitrary changes just 
because, but we will make changes we have to keep class sizes small, get all remote students assigned to 
a teacher, and get all in-person students assigned to a teacher.  

The Survey, Making the Decision, and the Planning Process 

4. Is there going to be a cap on the number of students that are allowed to come back in a year? 

* We will continue to be driven by physical distancing needs and health department guidance, so it will 
depend on how many students are interested in returning, what guidance remains in effect, etc. We 
have no specific details about this, but we will bring back students in safe ways or keep them remote.  T 

5. Is there discussion about prioritizing kids with IEPs or special needs in the transition back. 

*The possibility has been left open, but we have no specific information on this question today. 

6. Will the in-person start only if all the parents agree or it can start with only a few students? 



 In person classes will begin for any who have committed to coming back regardless of how many that is.  
This data is being collected by the survey that all K-1 families have been asked to complete. 
 
7. How soon are we expecting back to school?  
Dr. Holmen stated in his September 18th letter to families that Kindergarten will be returning in October.  
A specific date has not yet been determined. 

8. How is the teaching staff feeling about this plan? Do you expect a teacher union objection to the 
plan and how confident are you that this transition will happen? I've heard some teachers are eager 
to get back while others are struggling with the thought of teaching under the safety guidelines... this 
has led to rumors of prolonged bargaining and potentially strikes. 

*Many of our staff are feeling excited to be back with students and worried about all the details at the 
same time. We are working through this.  Some staff have high risk or health conditions that mean they 
will need to stay remote, less so at Keller, but overall. We are collecting numbers to get specific about 
the details now.   We can’t speak for the teacher’s union, but LWEA and the LWSD have a good 
relationship and work together.  The two groups are actively bargaining now.  We are confident this will 
happen, but many details are unknown at this time, including more specific timelines.  

9. If everything goes well, when do you think the next wave of students come in?   

*We don’t have a specific timeline, but we would anticipate that 1st would closely follow Kindergarten.  
The other grades will take more time to bring back, and we will continue to be driven by physical 
distancing needs, available staff for in person work, etc…so it will depend on how many students are 
interested in returning, what health guidance is, available space, etc… Safety will be our driving factor. 

10. I know target class size is 16.  I assume the size of the room will dictate if the class can 
accommodate that target.  If current class size is 18, what happens to the 2 kids there will not be room 
for?  
Yes, room size does drive class size based on physical distancing requirements. There is an assumption 
that not all students will be coming back as we know some families will opt to continue remote services 
through the Virtual Academy.  If classes are lopsided, we may need to move students into another class.  
Example:  Class A has all 18 coming back, Class B has 10 coming back, Class C has 16 coming back.   We 
would need to look at moving some students from Class A to Class B in order to follow social distancing 
guidelines. 
 
11. If you choose in-person are you able to switch back to virtual if there is a spike? 
If we need to close all schools and your child at the time was in person, then your child would go back to 
remote learning with the teacher they were with when the closure was announced.  If personally you 
were feeling uncomfortable and wanted to switch out of in person to the Virtual Academy, you would 
need to follow a “request” process (see below).   

We will provide families with a "request" process to change from “remote to in-person” or from "in-
person to remote." In order to consider and accommodate requests to the greatest extent possible 
there will need to be space in a classroom (virtual or in person). Finding space in a remote classroom is 
significantly simpler than a in person classroom. For students requesting in-person placement we will 
need to follow a progressive analysis of the school and region given our stringent requirements for 
distancing in classrooms which dictates class sizes. The process will require the District to respond by 
answering the following questions in sequential order: 



1. Is there space at the neighborhood school? 
2. Is there space at a local school? 
3. Do we need to open a new classroom regionally given the number of requests?  

Each of these options can be potentially accomplished but will require evaluation and clear 
communication between schools and the central office 

12. In the virtual academy, would they try to pair students together that are from the same school? 
We are not sure at this time (9/25) but believe this to be in the best interest of all students and will pass 
this information along to the Virtual Academy. 
 
13. How will the K/1 schedule potentially be impacted for the implementation of grades 2-5? Do we 
have a timeline for this?  
Dr. Holmen stated in his September 18th letter to families that Kindergarten will be returning in October 
First grade should be shortly thereafter as long as our numbers remain safe.  2nd – 5th grade will also be 
transitioned slowly back in the building.  Below is a statement from the district FAQ 
  

The District has been actively engaged in planning for both remote and in-person learning. On 

July 23, Superintendent Holmen communicated a commitment to begin the process of 

transitioning students back for in-person learning when conditions allowed and under the 

recommendation of King County Public Health. At that time, the District made an intentional 

decision to keep students with the teacher from their neighborhood school for remote learning. 

This allowed families to postpone decision making about participating in full remote or in-person 

learning. This also shifted the decision and change to later in the year. There were complexities 

with both scenarios, and the option was selected to wait and provide families the opportunity to 

make their decision closer to the point of implementation.  

Additionally, the district has a thorough COVID-19 Safety Plan which is available for families to 

review. The COVID-19 Safety Plan outlines the processes and procedures required to implement 

in-person learning. Further District planning information and documentation is also available on 

the Return to School Task Force webpage. 

14. Is October predicted for Kinder only or K and First?  
Kindergarten will begin in October and First grade should be shortly thereafter as long as our numbers 
remain safe.   
 
15. Is it easier to commit to in class and revert back to online academy or vise versa? 
There will be a “request” process for both, see #11 above.   
 
16. If we choose virtual, does my child stay in her current class until first grade goes back in-person? 
Yes, students will remain with their current teacher until the Virtual Academy begins and the first day of 
in-person starts. 
 
17. Would it be possible to change your mind once we know the plan? For example, if we are 
comfortable with half day or hybrid but not quite with jumping all in?  

https://www.lwsd.org/fs/pages/9920
https://www.lwsd.org/fs/pages/9815


Similar to wanting to change mid school year, once your decision has been made, you will need to go 
through the “request” process (see below) 

We will provide families with a "request" process to change from “remote to in-person” or from "in-
person to remote." In order to consider and accommodate requests to the greatest extent possible 
there will need to be space in a classroom (virtual or in person). Finding space in a remote classroom is 
significantly simpler than a in person classroom. For students requesting in-person placement we will 
need to follow a progressive analysis of the school and region given our stringent requirements for 
distancing in classrooms which dictates class sizes. The process will require the District to respond by 
answering the following questions in sequential order: 

1. Is there space at the neighborhood school? 
2. Is there space at a local school? 
3. Do we need to open a new classroom regionally given the number of requests?  

Each of these options can be potentially accomplished but will require evaluation and clear 
communication between schools and the central office 

18. Is there a reason they are not giving us the ability to choose the in-person model or at least weigh 
in?  
As a system, we must focus on multiple factors as we plan for our approach to bringing back students 

for in-person learning. We have to consider the long-term implications of our decision regarding 

kindergarten on the ability for 1st-5th grade students to also have the opportunity for some in-person 

learning. For example, if we select a model today that provided 4 days per week of in-person learning, 

that will require us to ensure we had classroom space for each Kindergarten student. The primary 

variable that will drive this implementation is the requirement to distance desk seating in classrooms at 

six feet. The required distancing limits the number of students per classroom well below current class 

size averages which would add additional classrooms. The District has very limited extra classrooms to 

accommodate a model that significantly expands a single grade level. By using more classrooms than are 

typically allocated for a grade level will cause other students to have limited in-person learning this 

school year. By leading our final decision making with data we can make plans that provide longer term 

benefit for our student body. 

In-Person School 

19. Are lunches to be held in the classroom or in the lunchroom if the model if full day? 

*The goal will be to keep students in their small groups.  Whether they will be eating in their own 
classrooms or lunching elsewhere, we are still working out the details, but we won’t be bringing them 
together in a larger group and yes, physical distancing will be in place during lunch. We’ll be working on 
the details in the coming days. 

20. What would recess look like for the kids? 

*Physical distancing guidance will remain in place for recess time.  Student will have movement breaks 
and some outside time when appropriate, but students won’t be able to congregate in larger groups or 



use shared equipment. The playground structure will need to remain closed.  We may be able to allow 
some play equipment, for example balls used by a single student and then disinfected between 
students. We’ll be working on the details in coming days. It’s likely too that fewer classes will be outside 
at the same time. 

21. What about learning in the classroom? Will learning centers or group activities be allowed? 

*Teachers are creative people…They are working to come up with ways for students to still experience 
centers/activities without forming into groups.  This may mean that students have their own bin with 
puzzles or building items in them, etc…and that we disinfect items before offering them to the next 
student. There will naturally be less cooperative play and group center time, but students can still do the 
learning they would do at circle time from their desks, and etc. There will still be joy and fun in the 
classroom, but yes, things will look quite different.  

22.  Will there be before and after school programs available? In a Hybrid Model, will there be any 
before and after school programs?   

*Our Extended Day, YMCA, and Boys and Girl Club Emergency Childcare do have extended hours for 
families who work outside the home. We don’t have details at this time about availability or procedures.  
We do have Emergency Childcare on site now, but don’t know all the ways this program may need to 
pivot and how many spaces they will have available for new students. Before and after school 
enrichment will likely not be offered for the foreseeable future.  

23. What are the expectations on parents for dropping off and picking up? 

*The parent drop off and pick up details will need to be worked out, but in general you can expect that 
students and families will be asked not to congregate, staff and students will need to maintain physical 
distancing of 6 feet as much as possible, staff and students will wear masks during this part, and we may 
need to do staggered schedules (exploring this now) or other means if its too hard to keep distance and 
get everyone in and out, especially as more students return. 

24. I'm assuming that there will be little unsupervised time for kids in the school (i.e. kids will be 
walked with an adult everywhere they go, recess and lunchtime will be heavily monitored for social 
distancing and safety protocols, before and after school socializing will be eliminated, etc)... can you 
confirm or elaborate on this more? 

Elementary world has little unsupervised time for students in school during normal times and that will 
remain so. There are eyes everywhere.  A single child may still be able to walk from the class door to 
bathroom door without an adult walking with them, but supervision will be fully there. 

25. How would you respond to the counterargument that with the restriction required for safety in 
place a lot of the benefits of in-person learning are reduced or eliminated? 

It won’t be the same, but we will still create joy, find opportunities for students to talk to each other (6 
feet apart), do hands on things, etc…In person school can remove some of the technology barriers, allow 
us to get more of the learning off screen for our younger students, and allow students to see more 
people…These are substantial benefits. It won’t be the same, and some things will still be hard.  



Teachers will still teach whole group, small group, and 1:1 at various moments, but with less close 
collaboration.  Physical distancing will be an ever-present consideration.  

26.  Kids that transition from on-line to in-person are going to have a learning curve to get back in the 
habit of school again whereas kids who continue online may not experience any regression due to 
learning a new routine and/or teacher... In your opinion would a child that transitioned to in-person 
and then has to transition back on-line due to another school closure situation be at a disadvantage 
over a child that stayed online for the year? In your opinion, would a child that transitions to in-
person even with all the restrictions (in general) be better off than a child that stays online? What 
types of things would you look for when deciding what system is best for your child? 

This is a complex question to tease out, and we can’t predict the future around school closures or the 
development of the pandemic.  We believe strongly that students learn better in school, but we won’t 
compromise their safety either.  We will be intentional about helping students through any changes.  
There are pros and cons on both sides, and really families have to think about their specific child and 
situation.  We encourage you to focus on the main question of safety and whether you feel comfortable 
sending your child to school in-person.  Whether your child is in-person or remote, LWSD teachers will 
do their best to provide quality learning experiencing during this challenging time. 

27. Will PE/Music/Library resume in-person or stay remote?  

We don’t know yet.  Possibly, they will stay remote. We are working on the plan for this currently. 

28. How strict will mask wearing be for kids? Will each child be required to have back up masks? 
We will require students to wear masks and will provide reminders as needed. We will not require 
students to have backup masks; we will have disposable child-size masks available for instances where 
students forget or their original mask gets soiled, etc… 
 
29. Will kids be expected to bring laptops to school for work on in person days or that tool limited to 
remote learning portions?  
This has not been fully flushed out.  In most models the answer would no.  If students are back full time, 
we may ask them to bring them back and keep them here so they can access some digital resources 
while in person.  

Cleaning and COVID Case Response 

30. How much pre- and post-cleaning will take place in the classroom each day?  Each week? 

*Classrooms will be cleaned daily before students arrive and/or after they leave. Our custodial team has 
detailed procedures for this, and facilities has also increased ventilation in our classrooms; you can find 
detailed information in the district’s Safety Plan and Taskforce communications. In addition, high touch 
surfaces will be cleaned throughout the day (doorknobs, faucets, desk tops, etc.) We will be building in 
time for handwashing, use of hand sanitizer, etc as well.  Facilities has also done some work to increase 
ventilation and other details to support air flow and other safety features. 

31. What should we expect to happen if a suspected case is reported?  What about a confirmed case? 



*https://www.lwsd.org/get-involved/task-forces/return-to-school-task-force  Select Safety Plan.  
Pages 27-49 list the protocols, documents and forms we would send home, etc. in detail.  

*Short version: The COVID Supervisor (Principal/AP)  investigates, if factual initiates protocols, if 
student or staff presenting symptoms is at school they are immediately quarantined until can be 
sent home, areas they were in are cleared and deep-cleaned, notes are taken about any close 
contacts, and if a confirmed positive then we will also be working with Public Heath to notify 
impacted persons while honoring the privacy of the individual as well, etc…Closures of parts or all of 
buildings could occur depending on circumstances, and won’t be re-opened until cleaning and 
disinfecting can be completed.  There are general and specific notifications that will occur related to 
confirmed positive cases.  

32. There's an emphasis on hygiene and safety protocols when coming back; what approximate 
percentage impact will all those have on actual learning time? On a given day, are we talking 1 hour of 
delays or 5 minutes of delays?  Just trying to gauge how much actual teacher based learning will take 
place over the current system. 

*Honestly, not sure on percentages. We will be spending more time on hand washing and teaching 
about safety than we traditionally have, but our goal is to maximize instructional time.  If we find it’s 
taking too long, we will be seeking solutions (ie: finding more sinks students can use to get through the 
hand washing more quickly).  Maybe 30 minutes a day? 

33. Do you think that the FastPass screening protocol is enough? Seems rife for fraud and no mention 
of repercussions or accountability on the form or in the safety guidelines. In my opinion, parents are 
more likely to send children to school with minor fever and no other symptoms than figure out last-
minute/costly daycare.  Seems like simple temperature scans for all would prevent this situation. 

*We are asking for a level of commitment by our families in being honest about this; we know it can be 
hard to have that level of trust. We will be asking all families to complete daily attestation verifying that 
students have no symptoms of illness, including fever.  If the student doesn’t turn in the form, they will 
be screened, and parents will be contacted to answer the screening questions (same questions as on the 
form). That said, staff will also be monitoring students and taking temperatures when warranted. We 
are working with our Safety Team on the protocols for more students returning in person.  

34. For a positive case, does the entire school on quarantine?  
No, this is case by case.  If we have a CONFIRMED positive case, we will investigate the level of exposure 
and where the student or staff member has been within the building. We will notify all staff and 
students within the bounds of privacy and at different levels based on contact with the confirmed case.  
We will act conservatively; however, it could be we close off an area and deep clean while other areas 
remain open.   
 
35. If there is a spike in COVID again, do we go back to remote if we selected in-person?  
If these numbers start to climb to where we are a high-risk district again, we will work with King County 

Public Health and possibly be advised to return to remote learning. If this were to occur after 

implementation of in-person learning, students would remain with their teacher and learn remotely 

until conditions were such that the class could return to in-person teaching and learning. 

 

https://www.lwsd.org/get-involved/task-forces/return-to-school-task-force


36. Has there been any positive tests in the current day care environment? In the special education 
classrooms that have returned? 
No, there have been no positive cases since the return of special education or daycare to our building to 
the best of our knowledge.   
 
37. What happens when a student has to quarantine—will they do distance learning with their 
teacher or would they sit in with the virtual academy? 
We don’t have a process for this yet, however, we are aware that a plan needs to be in place to support 
students while at home because of a mandatory quarantine.  We understand the importance of 
providing access to learning during this time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


